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Hello,

It was a long time since I did not changed anything in the Xoops Myiframe module.
A new version, beta 1.4 brings some new functionalities.

Before to list those new functionalities, I want to recall you that it is not recommanded to use
this version on a production website as long as the module is in beta stage

Here is the list of modifications :

- All the code was rewrited (to use XoopsObject for example)
- Two new options
1/ List iframes in the Xoops menu
2/ Display the list of iframes in the module's index page
- I have added a block (to contain iframes)
- You can use "on the fly" blocks (like this you can have as many blocks as you want). See the
file called readme.txt in the module's archive for an explanation
- All the table's fields were changed because of some problems with Mysql 5.
  Normally, you just have to go in the module's administration to upgrade it.
- Some new constants in the translations

Module is available in English, French and Spanish, you can download it here. It should run with
Xoops 2.0 & Xoops 2.2

You can post bugs reports and suggestions here

Bye,
Hervé

http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=6&lid=142
http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=25
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